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Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, and suppose G
contains a compact Cartan subgroup T. Certain irreducible unitary representations
of G arise as spaces of harmonic forms associated to Dolbeault cohomology of line
bundles over the complex homogeneous space GT. In this work the unitary
structures of these realizations are directly related to the orthogonality relations for
the matrix coefficients of these representations. Using this connection, we exhibit
unitary realizations of certain limits of discrete series representations of SU(2, 1) as
spaces of harmonic forms.  2000 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Homological techniques occupy a central role in the representation
theory of semisimple Lie groups with finite center. These methods allow a
uniform construction of all irreducible admissible Harish-Chandra modules
via cohomological induction, and their maximal globalization modules via
Dolbeault cohomology. Irreducible unitary realizations, which are admissible,
inhabit a place between these universal objects. The natural geometric
intermediaries are spaces of harmonic forms.
Constructing unitary representations on spaces of harmonic forms
associated to Dolbeault cohomology has succeeded in several cases. Two
prominent examples are the BorelWeilBott theorem and the L2-cohomology
construction of the discrete series. Current techniques for unitarizing spaces
of harmonic forms are based on [RSW]. These constructions rely on some
notion of square integrability. Our goal is to consider certain cases, based
on the earlier constructions noted above, where square integrability does
not apply.
Important steps in the cases predating [RSW] are explicit knowledge of
the Plancherel decomposition and a computation of harmonic representatives
for n-cohomology. Implicit in the Plancherel decomposition is information
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about matrix coefficients. For compact Lie groups, the PeterWeyl theorem
provides a basis of L2(G) in terms of the matrix coefficients of the irreducible
unitary representations. For general semisimple G, the discrete series consists
of those irreducible unitary representations of G with square integrable matrix
coefficients; these representations are the irreducible summands in L2(G).
The harmonic representatives of n-cohomology provide the armature of
the geometric harmonic forms upon which the matric coefficients hang.
Furthermore the orthogononality relations for the matrix coefficients reflect
the unitary structure of the resulting representation. In the discrete series
case, the square integrability of the resulting forms is immediate.
We recast some well-known representations by way of the above picture.
Starting with an abstract irreducible unitary representation, the relation-
ship between n-cohomology, matrix coefficients, and unitarity is exhibited
explicitly. While this approach gives less explicit formulas than found in the
literature, one sees directly the role orthogonality relations play in the unitary
structure of a harmonic realization. Known results apply to yield a Kostant
Langlands conjecture for certain limits of discrete series representations.
Sections 1 and 2 concern discrete series representations in the compact
and noncompact cases, respectively; in Section 3, the case of SU(2, 1) is
worked out in detail. In Sections 4, 5 and 6, we consider representations
with nonsquare-integrable matrix coefficients that nevertheless possess
orthogonality relations. Section 5 concerns certain irreducible unitary
highest weight modules, and Section 6 examines limits of nonholomorphic
discrete series representations for SU(2, 1).
1. THE BORELWEILBOTT THEOREM
Let K be a connected compact Lie group with Lie algebra k0 . Real Lie
algebras will be denoted by a German letter with a zero subscript; for their
complexifications, the subscript is dropped. Furthermore representations of
real Lie algebras are extended complex linearly to the corresponding
complexification. Since we can assume K linear, let KC be the associated
complex linear group. Let T be a maximal torus in K and B a Borel sub-
group of KC containing T C. One has a natural diffeomorphism
KT/KCB. (1.1)
Form the set of roots 2(k, t); the choice of B will determine the set of
negative roots &2+. If one sets
n= :
: # 2+
k&: , (1.2)
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where k&: denotes the root space for &:, then
b=tn, (1.3)
and n corresponds to the antiholomorphic tangent space at eB. Using
(1,1), one can pull back the natural complex structure on KCB to KT.
We define Dolbeault cohomology briefly; a fuller account occurs in
[K2]. Choose a character (/* , C*) of T with differential *. Form the
homogenous holomorphic vector bundle L* associated to /* on KT. Let
C0, i (KT, C*) denote the space of smooth L* -valued (0, i)-forms; these
forms may be represented as smooth functions f: K  C*  i n* such that
f (kt)=(/*(t)&1Ad(t)&1) f (k) (1.4)
for t # T and k # K. One defines an operator
 i : C0, i (KT, C*)  C0, i+1(KT, C*) (1.5)
such that  i b  i&1=0; in terms of the root basis, an explicit formula for  i
and its K-equivariant formal adjoint  i* occurs in [GS]. One has the
(0, i) th Dolbeault cohomology group
H0, i (KT, C*)=ker  i im  i&1 (1.6)
and the associated harmonic space
H0, i (KT, C*)=ker  i & ker  i*. (1.7)
Since KT is a compact complex manifold, KodairaHodge theory [Kd]
implies that both spaces are finite-dimensional and that the natural
inclusion
H0, i (KT, C*)/H0, i (KT, C*) (1.8)
is an isomorphism. If K acts on forms by left translation, the action descends
to cohomology, and the isomorphism is K-equivariant. The Dolbeault
cohomology groups are described by
Theorem 1.9 (BorelWeilBott Theorem). Define the Weyl group W=
NK (T )T, and let $= 12 :>0 :.
(1) If (*+$, :) =0 for some : # 2, then H0, k(KT, C*)=0 for all k.
(2) If not, there exists a unique w # W such that
+=w(*+$)&$
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is dominant with respect to 2+. Let
l(w)=*[: # 2+ | w&1:<0].
Then
H0, k(KT, C*)={0,V +,
k{l(w)
k=l(w),
where (?, V +) is the K-representation with highest weight +.
The original proof is in [Bo], although alternate proofs can be found in
[Ko] and [GS]. A formula for cocycles using integral intertwining
operators occurs in [MR].
Let (?, V +, ( } , } ) ) be the irreducible unitary representation of K with
highest weight +, and fix a unit highest weight vector ,. Fix w # W, and
choose a representative in NK (T ); we denote this element also by w. Then
*=w&1++w&1$&$. The explicit formula (essentially given in [GS]) for
elements of H0, l(w)(KT, C*) is given as an intertwining operator
S: V +  H0, l(w)(KT, C*)
by
(Sv)(k)=(?(k)&1 v, ?(w)&1 ,) |w&1 . (1.10)
The form |w&1 is defined as follows: let [X&:] be a root basis for n
indexed by the positive roots, and let [|&:] be the corresponding dual
basis. Set
2(w&1)=[: # 2+ | w:<0] (1.11)
and define
|w&1= 
: # 2(w&1)
|&: . (1.12)
There are two key points concerning the explicit formula. If one deletes
the ?(k)&1 v term in (1.10), what remains is an element of HomC (l(w) n,
(V +)*) whose weight under the T-action Hom(Ad, ?*) is &*. Letting w
range over W, these elements are precisely the harmonic elements that
contribute to H*(n, (V +)*) in Kostant’s theorem (Corollary 5.15 of [Ko]).
Since left-invariant derivatives on forms convert to the k-action on (V +)*,
the relationship between  and d, and between their corresponding adjoints,
is evident. Thus harmonic elements of n-cohomology correspond to spaces
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of harmonic forms in an explicit manner. A direct proof of the harmonic
property appears in [D2]. The connection between Kostant’s theorem and
the harmonic property, which is evident in [GS], is noted in [S4].
Up to a scalar, S is a unitary equivalence. The invariant inner product
on H0, l(w)(KT, C*) is given by
((|1 , |2)) =|
KT
|1 7 C |2 , (1.13)
where C denotes the Hodge star operator ([Kd], for instance). The star
operator depends on a choice of invariant volume form; this dependence
changes the scalar C1 below. Let dk be the normalized Haar measure on
K. Using the explicit formula and the Schur orthogonality relations for
matrix coefficients, one has
((Su, Sv)) =|
KT
Su 7 C Sv
=C1 |
K
(?(k)&1 u, ?(w)&1,)(?(k)&1 v, ?(w)&1 ,) dk
=
C1 } |,| 2
dim V +
(u, v) . (1.14)
We consider the generalization of Theorem 1.9 and formula (1.10). Fix a
nonzero X # t0 , and define L=ZK (X). Let q=lu be the parabolic sub-
algebra of k with u/n. If Q is the analytic subgroup of KC corresponding
to q then KL$KCQ and u corresponds to the antiholomorphic tangent
space at eQ. We determine positivity for weights of L-representations with
respect to 2+ & 2(l, t). Let ({, V {) be the irreducible L-representation with
highest weight *. One generalizes (1.4)(1.8) appropriately. We have
Theorem 1.9$ (Generalized BorelWeilBott Theorem.) (1) If (*+$, :)
=0 for some : # 2, then H0, k(KL, V {)=0 for all k.
(2) If not, there exists a unique w # W such that
+=w(*+$)&$
is dominant with respect to 2+. Then
H0, k(KL, V {)={0,V +,
k{l(w)
k=l(w),
where (?, V +) is the K-representation with highest weight +.
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What follows is essentially an application of Theorem 5.14 and Section 6
of [Ko]. Instead of the full Weyl group, one considers the subset
W1=[w # W | 2(w)/2(u )]. (1.15)
The inverse of w in Theorem 1.9$(2) always lies in W1. Thus we fix w&1 # W1.
We consider |w&1 as an element of l(w) u*. Choose an L-unitary structure
for l(w) u* and an orthonormal basis [|i] for l(w) u* such that |1=|w&1 .
Form the corresponding dual basis [vi] for ( l(w) u*)* ($l(w) u); let
v1=( } , |w&1) . Let ({, V {) denote the irreducible L-representation
generated by v{=?(w)&1 ,v1 . With respect to 2+(l, t), v{ is a unit
highest weight vector for V {. This representation has highest weight
*=w&1++w&1$&$. (1.16)
Let (;, V ;) be the irreducible L-representation generated by ?(w)&1 ,.
Let dl be the normalized Haar measure on L. One has
Proposition 1.17. An explicit formula for the harmonic cocycles in
Theorem 1.9$ is given by
S: V +  H0, l(w)(KL, V {),
(Sv)(k)=|
L
(?(kl )&1 v, ?(w)&1 ,) {(l ) v{ Ad(l ) |w&1 dl
where k # K and v # V +.
Proof. One derives this formula by extracting the trivial representation
from a certain representation on L. For any unitary, finite-dimensional
L-representation (?V , V), the operator
Pv=|
L
?V (l ) v dl (v # V) (1.18)
projects onto the trivial L-types in V. If V is irreducible, then Schur’s
lemma implies that
dim HomL(V, V)=1. (1.19)
Hence any vector of trivial type in HomC (V, V) is an L-intertwining
operator, and conversely. Thus the trivial type occurs exactly once in
V* C V. With respect to an orthonormal basis [ei] for V, the identity
map corresponds to
:
i
( } , ei) ei . (1.20)
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We apply the preceding paragraph to V {. Choose an orthonormal basis
of V { containing v{ . Then
( } , ?(w)&1 ,) |w&1 v{
has nonzero projection onto the unique trivial type in (V {)*V {. Hence
T(v)=|
L
(?(l )&1 v, ?(w)&1 ,) {(l ) v{ Ad(l ) |w&1 dl (1.21)
is a nonzero element of HomL(V ;, V {  l(w) u*). By orthogonal projec-
tion onto V ;, the domain of T extends to V +.
To see the harmonic property for Sv, one augments the [D2] argument
in the case of L=T with Lemmas 8.3 and 9.6 of [D1]; these lemmas
reduce the calculation to one on the integrand with l=e. The previous
paragraph shows these forms to be nonzero at k=e for some choice of v #
V ;/V +; Hodge theory implies they are nonzero in Dolbeault cohomology.
K
This formula reduces to the earlier one when L=T. When l(w)=0 or
dimC KT, |w&1 spans a one-dimensional L-representation, and the
formula of Proposition 1.17 further simplifies, as seen in [D2]. Noting that
(1.21) corresponds to a multiple of (1.20) in an appropriate basis, S
induces a unitary equivalence in a manner similar to (1.14).
2. L2-COHOMOLOGY AND THE DISCRETE SERIES
The construction of the last section extends somewhat. We consider
Schmid’s proof of the KostantLanglands conjecture. Here discrete series
representations are realized unitarily on spaces of square integrable
harmonic forms. We refer the reader to [GS] for explicit formulas and to
[S5] for an overview of the theory.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, with
maximal compact subgroup K, and with Cartan involution %. We have the
Cartan decomposition
g0=k0 p0 . (2.1)
Existence of discrete series requires that rank G=rank K. Let T be a
compact Cartan subgroup of G contained in K.
Form the root system 2(g, t), and let 2c(g, t) and 2n(g, t) be the sets of
compact and noncompact roots, respectively. Choose a positive system
2+(g, t). Let $, $c , $n denote half the sums of the elements in 2+, 2+c , 2
+
n ,
respectively.
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Let GC be the complexification of Ad(G), and choose b=t+n to be the
Borel subalgebra of g associated to the negative roots. Then GT/GCB
is an open inclusion; fixing a character (/* , C*) of T, one can define the
analogs of (1.4)(1.6).
An irreducible unitary representation is in the discrete series if and only
if its matrix coefficients lie in L2(G). Restricting to the case of [S1], we
assume
(*+$, :)<0 (2.2)
for all : # 2+. Let s=*2+c .
Theorem 2.3 (Schmid, see [S5]). The discrete series representation
(?, V *+$, ( } , } ) ) with Harish-Chandra parameter 3*+$ is unitarily realized
on the space
H0, s2 (GT, C*)=[smooth, square-integrable,
L* -valued (0, s)-forms in Ker  & Ker  *].
When G is linear, the natural map
H0, s2 (GT, C*)  H
0, s(GT, C*)
is a continuous inclusion that induces an isomorphism of Harish-Chandra
modules. The unique minimal K-type of either representation has lowest
weight *+2$c .
Remark. A key fact is that  has closed range, so the Dolbeault
cohomology space inherits the natural Fre chet topology. A full description
of the harmonic spaces associated to regular *+$ occurs in [S3].
To extend the analysis of the previous section, we remark that an
important step in the proof of Theorem 2.3 is the fact that
dim H s(n, (V*)K& fin)&*=1; (2.4)
a similar result holds for the associated harmonic space. Thus one needs to
know how to compute the harmonic representative corresponding to the
nontrivial cocycle space. In general there is no closed solution. Suppose an
intertwining operator into the space of harmonic forms is given by
S: V *+$  H0, s2 (GT, C*),
(2.5)
(Sv)(g)= :
|I | =s
I/ &2+
(?&1(g) v, ,I) |I .
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Here |I is the element of s n* corresponding to the set I, where [X:],
[|:] are bases for n, n* as before. We need to solve for the ,I .
A priori the ,I are K-finite. To satisfy the right T-translation property,
the weight of ,I is *+2$I , where &$I is half the sum of the elements in I.
An essential step in the definition of Schmid’s Penrose transform [S1]
uses the BorelWeilBott theorem; the natural map onto KT-cocycles
R*: H0, s2 (GT, C*)  Z
0, s(KT, C*) (2.6)
is surjective after passing to cohomology. In terms of the explicit formula,
(R*(Sv))(k)=(?&1(k) v, ,c) |c (2.7)
where ,c , |c are the terms associated to I=2+c . Because
Z0, s(KT, C*)=H0, s(KT, C*)B0, s(KT, C*), (2.8)
R* extends to a surjective map
R*: H0, s2 (GT, C*)  H
0, s(KT, C*). (2.9)
The explicit form for the BorelWeilBott theorem in this case implies that
,c=,*+2$c+terms corresponding to  K-coboundaries, (2.10)
where ,*+2$c is a nonzero lowest weight vector of the minimal K-type. The
choice of ,*+2$c determines all ,I .
With respect to the usual positive definite invariant Hermitian form,
square integrability of the forms in (2.5) is immediate. With u, u$, v,
v$ # V *+$, the orthogonality relations for discrete series representations
[Go]
|
G
(?(g) u, v)(?(g) u$, v$) dg=
1
d?
(u, u$)(v, v$) (2.11)
imply that
((Su, Sv)) =c*(u, v) (2.12)
for some real positive constant c* .
3. EXAMPLE: SU(2,1)
We consider a real form of SL(3, C) isomorphic to SU(2, 1). Let I2, 1 be
diag(1, &1, 1) and set
G=[g # SL(3, C) | gI2, 1 g*=I2, 1]. (3.1)
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In this case, one can carry out the construction in Section 2; here s=1.
Let K=SU(3) & G, and let T be the set of diagonal matrices in G. Let
Xij be the matrix with zero entries everywhere except for a 1 in the (i, j) th
coordinate, and define
t=:
i
CXii , ei (Xjj)=$ij (where ej # t*), and Hij=Xii&Xjj .
When i{ j, Xij=Xei&ej . Then
n= :
j<i
CXij (3.2)
corresponds to the antiholomorphic tangent space at eT, and we denote
the corresponding dual basis for n* by [|ij]. Conjugating with respect to
the real form, we have
X 21=X12 , X 32=X23 , X 31=&X13 . (3.3)
The positive root system is given by
2+=2+c _ 2
+
n
=[e1&e3] _ [e1&e2 , e2&e3]. (3.4)
Furthermore, $=2$c=e1&e3 .
Let , be a nonzero lowest weight vector of the minimal K-type of the
discrete series representation (?, V *+$); this vector has weight *+$.
Proposition 3.5. With the above choices, an explicit formula for the
harmonic cocycles in Theorem 2.3 is given by
S: V *+$  H0, 12 (SU(2, 1)T, C*),
(Sv)(g)=(?&1(g) v, ,) |31&c*(?&1(g) v, ?(X32) ,) |21
+c*(?&1(g) v, ?(X21) ,) |32 ,
where
c*=
1
1&(*+$)(H13)
.
The proof of this proposition occupies the remainder of this section.
Square integrability of these forms follows from the orthogonality relations
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for discrete series representations. The harmonic property requires several
steps. We apply  ,  * to
(Sv)(g)=(?&1(g) v, v2) |31+(?&1(g) v, v3) |21
+(?&1(g) v, v1) |32 (3.6)
and set these terms to zero. The derivatives move into the second coor-
dinate of the matrix coefficients by unitarity. Positive definiteness of ( } , } )
implies
v2+X12 v1&X23 v3 =0, (3.7)
X12v2+X13v3=0, (3.8)
&X13v1&X23v2=0, (3.9)
and
X21 v3+X31v2+X32 v1=0. (3.10)
Here  contributes three Eqs. (3.7)(3.9), and  * yields (3.10).
The following lemma encodes all relevant information about K-types in
terms of ,.
Lemma 3.11. Each K-type occurs with at most multiplicity one. Each
K-type that occurs has a lowest weight vector of the form
,m, n=X m21 X
n
32 , (3.12)
where m and n are nonnegative integers. Accordingly the set
[X l13X
m
21 X
n
32 ,] (3.13)
forms bases for V *+$K& fin and V
*+$, where m, n are as before, and l ranges
over a set of consecutive nonnegative integers containing zero and with an
upper bound dependent on m and n.
Proof. Because the simple noncompact roots form a Z-basis of the root
lattice, the Blattner multiplicity formula ([KV], (5.108)) implies the first
assertion and that the lowest weights of the K-types that occur appear as
the weights corresponding to (3.12).
We show that no element in (3.12) is zero by induction on k=m+n.
The case m=n=0 follows by assumption. Suppose it is true for all m$+n$
k&1, and for some m, n with m+n=k, ,m, n=0. Assume m and n are
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nonzero. By assumption, both ,m&1, n and ,m, n&1 are nonzero. It follows
that ,m&1, n is a lowest weight vector with respect to
su1, 0=(X21 , X12 , H12) & g0 ,
and ,m, n&1 is a lowest weight vector with respect to
su2, 0=(X32 , X23 , H23) & g0 .
Label the corresponding lowest weight modules V 1 and V 2; each weight
occurs with at most multiplicity one. By restriction, each is infinitesimally
unitary. Note that the analytic groups corresponding to su1, 0 and su2, 0 are
linear; thus they are isomorphic to SU(1, 1) or PSU(1, 1). The nontrivial
irreducible unitary lowest weight modules for SU(1, 1)$SL(2, R) occur in
the discrete series or their limits. The lowest weight of such a representation
must be dominant with respect to the noncompact positive root.
The negativity condition on *+$=*+2$c forces this property to fail for
at least one of V 1 or V 2. There are three cases, each corresponding to one
of the regions formed by partitioning the weight set corresponding to (3.12)
with the walls of the Weyl chambers.
The case when m or n is zero uses a similar argument. K
To see that (3.5) is the correct harmonic form, we show that setting
v1=c*X21,, v2=,, v3=&c*X32,
yields a solution to (3.7)(3.10); the harmonic representative for n-cohomo-
logy is unique up to scalar.
The vi immediately solve (3.10). To see (3.8), we note that
X 231X12,=0.
By Lemma 3.11, this implies
X12 ,=CX13X32 ,.
To solve for C, we apply X31 to both sides to obtain
X32,=CH31 X32 ,
=C(1+(*+$)(H31)) X32,.
Thus (3.8) holds, and (3.9) follows similarly.
For (3.7), first apply X13 to the left-hand side; this term becomes
X13 v2+X12X13v1&X23X13 v3 . (3.14)
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Substituting (3.8) and (3.9), (3.14) becomes
X13 v2&X12X23v2+X23X12 v2 .
This term is zero since [X12 , X23]=X13 . The left-hand side in (3.7) must
be zero since (by Lemma 3.11) no nonzero vector of weight *+$ can
vanish under X13 .
4. NONSQUARE INTEGRABLE MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
We summarize various results from [Mi1], [Mi2], and [Mi3] on
orthogonality relations for representations outside of the discrete series.
The representations of interest form a subset of the irreducible tempered
representations of G, and every unitary principal series representation
induced from a discrete series representation on a cuspidal real parabolic
subgroup and with regular infinitesimal character lies in this subset [Mi3].
Until otherwise noted, we follow [Mi3]. We retain the notation and
assumptions on G from Section 2. Let o be the origin in GK, and let
d(x, y) denote the Riemannian distance between x and y in GK. For a
fixed nonnegative integer p and f, h # C (G), consider the invariant
Hermitian form (when defined)
(( f, h)) p= lim
=  0+
= p |
G
f (g) h (g) e&= d(g } o, o) dg.
The invariance holds with respect to the right and left actions.
Let / be a character of Z(g), the center of the universal enveloping
algebra U(g). Consider the space
Hp(G, /)=[ f # C(G) | (z&/(z)) f=0, &l(u) r(v) f &p<
for all u, v # U(g), z # Z(g)].
Here l and r denote the left and right actions of g0 , which extend to g by
complex linear extension, on C(G); these actions extend to U(g) in the
usual manner.
We list some theorems:
Theorem 4.1 ([Mi3], Theorem 4.1). Assume that Hp(G, /) is nontrivial.
Then the space has a pre-Hilbert structure with norm & }&p .
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We retain this notation for the completion of Hp(G, /) and its norm. We
say an irreducible representation (?, V ?) is realized on Hp(G, /) if it is
unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of Hp(G, /) with the right
regular representation. If ? is realized on H0(G, /), then ? belongs to the
discrete series.
Theorem 4.2 ([Mi3], Theorem 5.1). An irreducible unitary representa-
tion (?, V ?) of G is realized on Hp(G, /) if and only if there exists a K-finite
vector , in V ? such that
f,, ,(g)=(?(g) ,, ,)
belongs to Hp(G, /).
Theorem 4.3 ([Mi3], Theorem 5.2). Choose / such that Hp(G, /) is
nontrivial. Then for two irreducible unitary representations (?i , V i) (i=1, 2)
realized on Hp(G, /), there exists a positive constant d? such that
lim
=  0+
= p |
G
(?1(g) u, v)(?2(g) u$, v$) e&= d(g } o, o) dg=
1
d?
(u, u$)(v, v$)
if ?1 $?2 ; otherwise, the value is zero.
Furthermore, Theorem 6.1 of [Mi3] gives necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for when Theorem 4.2 is applicable. This result is somewhat combina-
torial and depends on explicit knowledge of the constant terms associated
to the given matrix coefficient. Hence we restrict our attention to the simpler
cases of [Mi1] and [Mi2], where p=1. The former reference considers the
case when G is one of the groups SU(n, 1), Sp(n, 1), or Spin(2n, 1)0 , and
the latter reference considers subrepresentations of unitary principal series
representations induced from maximal cuspidal parabolics. These represen-
tations comprise the limits of holomorphic discrete series and the nonholo-
morphic limits that have infinitesimal character orthogonal to exactly one
noncompact simple root (with respect to a positive root system derived
with respect to a compact Cartan subgroup). For the determination of
these orderings and their connection to Vogan diagrams, we refer the
reader to [K3].
We outline the main results of [Mi1]. Let h0=t$0 a0 be the Cartan
decomposition of a %-stable Cartan subalgebra. Here a0 has dimension one.
Form the root system 2$ associated to (g, h). Fix a real root :0 ; that is, :0
vanishes on t$. Fix any ordering on 2$ such that (:, :0)>0 implies :>0.
Let \+ denote half the sum of the positive roots with (:, :0){0, and let
\& denote half the sum of the positive roots with (:, :0)=0.
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Set A=exp a0 , M=ZK (a0), and let N be the analytic subgroup
associated to the subalgebra
n0=\ 
(:, :0){0
:>0
g: +& g0 .
M is connected unless G$SL(2, R). For G=SL(2, R), let # be the non-
trivial element of K & exp ia0 .
Define
4=[* # h* | * integral on t$, (*, :)>0 if :>0 and (:, :0)=0,
and (*, :)=0 if and only if :=:0 , &:0].
Let ({, V {) be an irreducible representation of K, and set
H1(G, /, {)=[ f # H1(G, /)V { | f (kg)={(k) f (g) for k # K, g # G]
with G acting by right-translations R{, / .
Theorem 4.4 ([Mi1], Theorems 8.2 and 8.3). Fix * # 4, and let _* be
the irreducible representation of M with highest weight *&\& and satisfying
_*(#)=&1 if M is not connected. Form the unitary principal series represen-
tation (?*, 0 , indGMAN(_* 11)). If { is a minimal K-type of ?*, 0 , then
(R{, /* , H1(G, /* , {))
is an irreducible unitary representation of G and is unitarily equivalent to a
proper subrepresentation of ?*, 0 .
Character identities exhibit the reducibility of this principal series represen-
tation as a sum of two limits of discrete series representations; the infinitesimal
character of these limits is orthogonal to exactly one simple noncompact
root. See formula (1.6) of [S3] or Theorem 12.34 of [K1].
Thus limits of this type satisfy Theorem 4.3 with p=1. A similar
analysis handles the cases of [Mi2]. In Section 5, we implement this result
for limits of holomorphic discrete series representations; in Section 6, this
result is applied to limits of nonholomorphic discrete series representations
of SU(2, 1) with nonzero infinitesimal character.
Orthogonality relations for representations outside of the discrete series
predate [Mi]. In the case G=SL(2, R), [Ba] shows orthogonality between
discrete series matrix coefficients and wave packets of unitary principal series
representations. Harish-Chandra ([H2], Lemma 20.2) improved this result
for general G.
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5. UNITARY HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATION
In Sections 2 and 3, one sees that general harmonic forms are harder to
describe explicitly than in the compact case. Nevertheless, there still exist
certain classes of representations that can be described in the generality
of Section 1. We consider certain irreducible unitary highest weight
representations. The classification of all irreducible unitary highest weight
representations occurs in [EH]; we refer the reader there for further details
on the classification.
We retain the notation of Section 2 and assume G is linear. Suppose
(G, K) is an Hermitian symmetric pair and that 2+ admits a good order-
ing. The latter condition means that every positive noncompact root is
larger than every compact root.
Let (/* , C*) be a character of T with differential *. We extend /* to t
complex linearly, and to b by the trivial action on n. Consider the set of
smooth functions f: G  C* such that
(5.1) f (gt)=/*(t)&1 f (g) for g # G, t # T, and
(5.2) (Zf )(g)=&/*(Z)( f (g)) for g # G and Z # b;
we denote this space 1(GT, C*). The space 1(GT, C*) is Fre chet with
respect to the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.
Suppose * corresponds to an irreducible unitary highest weight represen-
tation (?, V ?). Let , be a nonzero highest weight vector. Then the map
S: V ?  1(GT, C*),
(Sv)(g) = (?&1(g) v, ,)
induces an injective map at the K-finite level. In fact, 1(GT, C*) is the
maximal globalization of its underlying Harish-Chandra module and S is
a continuous map. In any case, S is injective on V ?, and the image of S
acquires an invariant inner product from V ?. Thus the unitary realization
occurs in the space of holomorphic sections via matrix coefficients. That is,
Proposition 5.3. The irreducible unitary highest weight representation
of G with highest weight * obtains a Hilbert space realization within 1(GT, C*).
Suppose 1(GT, C*) is irreducible. Then S induces an isomorphism at
the K-finite level and the image of S is dense. Two important irreducible
cases of this type are the holomorphic discrete series representations and
their limits.
For Harish-Chandra’s holomorphic discrete series representations, the
inner product results immediately from square integrability of the matrix
coefficients by definition. The unitary equivalence is exhibited explicitly by
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the orthogonality relations. Section 10 of [D2] furnishes further details,
references, and an application.
Consider the case of limits of holomorphic discrete series representations
[KO]. Let :0 be the largest root in 2+(g, t). Choose * dominant for 2+c
such that
(*+$, :0)=0, (*+$, :) <0 (5.4)
for : # 2+n &[:0]. The inner product condition is given as (4.1) in [KO].
Recall that the holomorphic limits satisfy Theorem 4.2 with p=1. the
inner product imposed by the orthogonality relations appears differently
than in [KO]. Because irreducible unitary representations that are infinite-
simally equivalent are unitarily equivalent [H1], this difference is semantic.
Hence the inner product comes from H1(G, /*+$) and the unitary equiv-
alence is implemented by the orthogonality relations of Theorem 4.3.
6. LIMITS OF NONHOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE
SERIES REPRESENTATIONS
An analogy to Proposition 3.5 can be formulated in the case of nonholo-
morphic limits. Consider the SU(2, 1) case of Section 3. Suppose that (2.2)
is weakened to allow *+$ to lie on exactly one of the walls corresponding
to a noncompact (simple) root. The corresponding cohomologically induced
module Ab(*) is irreducible, unitarizable and equivalent to the Harish-
Chandra module of H 0, 1(GT, C*); see [KV] and [Wo].
Lemma 3.11 still applies in the limit of discrete series case, since the
Blattner formula is still valid. Thereby the computations showing that the
forms in Proposition 3.5 are harmonic still hold as well. However, the
forms are no longer square integrable. (In fact, by results of Schmid [S3],
H0, 12 (GT, C*)=0.) Moreover, the dimension of the n-cohomology is one
by Theorem 2.2 of [Wi].
To unitarize im S, we appeal to Theorem 4.3 with p=1. The usual argu-
ment with a Penrose transform [S1] shows that im S maps nontrivially
into Dolbeault cohomology. Noting the maximal globalization property of
Dolbeault cohomology [Wo], this implies
Theorem 6.1. The limit of discrete series representation for SU(2, 1)
associated to *+$ and 2+ is unitarily realized on im S. The natural inter-
twining map
c: im S  H 0, 1(GT, C*)
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is a continuous inclusion with dense image. The map c induces an isomor-
phism of the underlying Harish-Chandra modules.
Let H0, s1 (GT, C*) be the space of smooth strongly harmonic L* -valued
(0, s)-forms that are (( } , } )) 1 -finite. Replacing im S in Theorem 6.1 with
H0, 11 (GT, C*), we have
Conjecture 6.2. Suppose G is as in Section 2. Let s=*2+c . Suppose
*+$ satisfies
(*+$, :)<0 (6.3)
for all positive roots :, with the exception that
(*+$, ;)=0 (6.4)
for exactly one simple noncompact root ;. Then H0, s1 (GT, C*) unitarily
realizes the limit of discrete series representation of G associated to *+$
and 2+, and the natural intertwining map
c: H0, s1 (GT, C*)  H
0, s(GT, C*)
is a continuous inclusion with dense image that induces an isomorphism of
the underlying Harish-Chandra modules.
The harmonic aspect of this conjecture can be further generalized. The
dimensions of the n-cohomology spaces for the K-finite vectors of any limit
of discrete series representation have been computed in [Wi], Theorem 2.2.
With this theorem, a conjecture can be modeled after the main result of
[S3], which describes H0, i2 (GT, C*) for all i and *. By [KO], this version
of the conjecture is true when i=0.
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